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ON RIGI-ITEOtJSNESS, EVIDENCE, AND REFORM: 
TI~E POLICE STORY 

by 

Elinor Ostrom 
Workshop in Political Theory and Policy Analysis 

. Indiana University 

The "Need" for Police Reform 

The predominant wisdom has for many years argued that particular 

t)1,es of jurisdictional arrangements are conclusive evidence of a lO~1 

output of governmental services and inefficient utilization of public 

resources. In 1972, for example, the Committee for Economic Development 

severely criticized the criminal justice "non-system" which. though in 

"dire need of modernization," would not be helped by "piece-meal 

tinkeringn (CEn, 1972: B). 

One major obstacle to broad national reform lies in the 
complex nature of American federalism as it relates to 
crime and justice" making evasion of responsibility easy. 
Citizens who desire better protection for persons and 
property become confused over which level of government 
or which agencies are primarily at fault. Wherever they 
turn, they find a resistaru:e to chan~e traditional in 
both bureaucratic and political circles. The result is 
continuing deterioration -- a trend that must be reversed, 
promptly and decisively, to secure a viable society. The' 
main constitutional responsibility for crime prevention 
and control rests upon the states, an assignment they have 
botched. They have failed to keep their criminal codes up
to-date, and they have turned responsibility for enforce-

_, ment over to a welter of overlapping counties, munici.pali- ,~",
ties, townships, and special districts. Despite the 
obvious and urgent need, the sta.tes hava neither straightened 
out their tangled arid ineffective patterns of local govern
ment nor assumed direct responsibility for la.w enforcement 
(CEO, 1972: 14). 

The CED is asserting that law enforcement services in the U.S. are 

grossly inadequate. They see lithe complex nature of American federalism\! 
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as a major cause of this inadequacy, In their chapter proposinr. 

solutions, "Clearing the Hurdle of Federalism," they argue: 

~iec7meal.refo~ of the patchwork structure of criminal 
Justlce wlil fall; a more fundamental approach must be 
taken. The hi~hly COmp1~X ~u1ti1eve1 federal system, 
eyol~ed from slmpler beglnnlngs, has its merits -- but an 
~mihty to solve th~ Am~rican :r~m~ problem is not amc.mg 
them,. The pres~nt I~trIcate dIvIsIon of responsibilities, 
functlons and flnanclal support among national, state ,and 
local levels is the chief barrier to acceptable patterns 
of. criminal justice (CEO, 1972: 64), 

This view of American feder"alism as "the chief barrier" to 

acceptable levels of governmental services is not confined to analysts 

focu$ing only on police services. Congressman Henry S. Reuss, for 

exa.mple, has argued:· 

:he f:agmenta~ion and overlapping of local government spells 
InferIor s~rvlces, waste! and the high taxes that necessarily 
follow. LIttle to,~s, VIllages, and counties have inefficiency 
built into their smallness and lack of human and financial 
resources. They cannot attract experts or specialists or " 
take advantage of the savings accruing from automation and 
data-processing that are within the financial reach of larger 
units of government (Reuss, 1970: 56). 

Reuss proi)oses, in his book and in legislation, a Hmarriage of 

revenue-sharing and of state-local government modernization" (Reuss, 

1970~ 124). Reuss would tie a block grant program to the creation 

within a state of a "modern-governments program" which "must include 

plans and timetables for a whole series of reforms" (Reuss, 1970: 125). 

He describes these reforms in the following manner: 

The laundry list of possible reforms is derived from 
recommendations over a long period of time by such 
good-government organizations as the Committee for 
Economic Development, the II.S. Chamber of Commerce, the 
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, the 
Council of State Governments, the National Municipal 
League, the ~ational League of Cities, the Mayors' 
Conference, and the National Association of Counties 
(Reuss, 1970: 125). 

'I 
, J 
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He sees the possihi 1i ties for a "centrali. 'Zing and rep,ionnli zin~ 

revolution in local government" which would he distinguished hy 

several new developments, The first he points to is: 

Fewer local governments. The numher of counties, towns, 
villages, and special districts could he drastically 
reduced from its present 81,000 in order to enahle 
local government to obtain adequate geographical powers 
and revenue sources effectively to solve local problems 
and to eliminate wasteful Lilliputs. Many rural counties 
too small to be efficient could consolidate with their 
neighbors for regional cooperation. Archaic township 
governments -- 17,000 of them -- could he stearlily 
abolished. A.11 told, it could be the greatest decimation 
of redundant governments since the consolidation of rural 
school distt'icts under the pressure of state governments 
in the 1950's (Reuss, 1970: 145). 

The other possihilities he sees include metropolitan government, home 

rule, the short ballot, ann the merit system. He, too, is concerned 

about the major handicaps of a federal system and argues that his proposal 

for federal revenue.-sharing lias a d\~vice to innuce states to modernize 

local governments could he what is needed to make federalism work" 

(Reuss, 1970: 147). 

In its recent report, American Federalism: Into the Third Century, 

Its Agenda, the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations 

adopts a similar perspective, though somewhat modified from some of their 

own earlier reports. I Fragmentation of local government structure is 

considered lltragic for urban America" (A.CIR, 1974: 8). ACIlt urges a 

policy upon the states to discourage "non~viable" units. 

For a variety of reasons -- to dodge city taxes, to entice 
industry, and to avoid certain kinds of neighhors --
thousanrls of independent political suhdivisions have been 
incorporated in the absence of strong state boundary super
vision. These areas contribute heavily to metropolitan fiscal 
dispa."rities, to urban sprawl ann to the overlapping metropolitan 
jurisdictional map. 

ACIR seeks State action to discouTage the formation of new 

I 
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u~its and the merger of existing non-viable units with 
v1able general purpose governments ... (ACIR; 1974: 10). 

Jurisdictional arran~ements are 0 'd d b (> C nS1 ere y most "good-government 

organizations" as the primary factor affecting the quality of governmental 

services in metropolitan America. Large numbers of jurisdictio!!ls serving 

an area are equated aut)matically with inferior flovernmental services. 

Complex structures are presumed to be bad. The consistent solution 

in this diagnosis of "inadequate" governmental services is to move 

toward a more unitary system and away from the more polycentric system 

which has developed in the American federal system. Federalism hy its 

very nature implies multiplicity, fragmentation, and overlap. These 

"hurd 1 es )" however) are' the very thl' ngll! h" d <> t e goo -government organizations" 

wish to eliminate in their proposals to make federalism work. 

Tw~erspec~ives on Reform 

One can examine the proposals of the CED, ACIR, Reuss, and many 

other of the "good-novernment or~anl' zat1' ons" that ~ ~ Reuss mentions, from 

either of two perspectives. The first is related to the central theme 

of this volume -- making urban public policy useful and corrigible. This 

approach accepts Norton Long's hope that "the explanatory theory that 

underlies the intervention strategy could be made explicit and testable 

in terms of practice and hence corrigible. II2 In thi.s perspective, one 

would attempt to elucidate the explanatory theory underlying proposals 

for large-scale consolidations and to test empirl'cally the propositions 

derived from such theory. Proposed interventions would be based on some 

estimate of the like~y consequences derived from empirical evidence. 

'c. 
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The second perspective is expressed br Rohert C. Wood, who in a 

1958 article extrapolating trends toward metropolitan government for 

1975, urges political science "to repair to its traditional role of 

normative commentary" (Wood, 1958: 109). He concludes his extrapolation 

by asserting: 

In the end, the case for metropolitan reform, the drive for 
larger governments and for one community 1s as strong as ever. 
It is not a case built on necessity, on the threat of impending 
disaster, or on the consequences of modern technology. It is a 
case dependent on value judgments and philosophical disputation. 
But it is a stron~ case and perhaps a more appealing and persuasive 
one since its norms have been frankly admitted, and pretentions 
of scientific o~jectivi~ left behind. Metropo1i~an reform ~~ 
not have ~een rlght ~ ar as its analysis of empirrcal data 1S 

concerned, but it has always been righteouslln the best sense--
of the word, and it remains righteous today (Wood, 1958: 122, 
my emphasis). 

Wood's perspective would have us recommend t.lrban public policy based on the 

motives or passions of the proponents and not on an analysis of empirical 

evidence. Thus, the policy recommendations of the "good-government 

organizations" should be examined from the point of view of their righteous-

ness rather than by their potential effects. 

While Wood's perspective has dominated much of the analysis of 

metropolitan reform, Long's perspective is the one that receives my 

support. Indeed, righteousness is an important value. But without the 

scientific objectivity which Wood eschews, one can be both Tighteousand 

wrong. An ethics appropriate for public policy analysis must include 

an ethics of consequences as well as an ethics of motives. Public policies 

adopted for righteous motives but lacking in empirical validity can evoke 

unanticipated and harmful consequences. The cure can be worse than the 

disease! The results can be counterproductive of the intent. 

Concern for evidence and scientific objectivity has not characterized 
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the analysis of the many national commiss.ions in recommending major 

structural reforms of the urban police industry. The commission 

reports seem to assume that there is a valid explanatory theory and 

supporting evidence without any need to array it. The reports provide 

us with considerable insight into how assertions are used as proxies 

for evirlence in the preparation of recommendations. The assertions have 

been repeated for so many years, and by such righteous groups, that 

few questions have been raised about their empirical validity. 

Why is Evidence Crucial? 

The issue of empirical validity is crucial. Future urban policies are 

being molded to conform to righteous reform proposals that lack evidence 

concerning their empirical warrantability. The Law Enforcement Assistance 

Administration, for example, has offered substantial financial inducements 

to localities to undertake consolidation in one form or another. The 

National Advisory Commission on Crim;.nal Justice Standards and Goals has 

recommended the elimination of all police departments with fewer than 

10 full-time officers (National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 

Standards and Goals, 1973: 110). The Michigan Commission on Criminal 

Justice has recently recommended the adopti~n of a statewide standard 

that ur~es the eliminatic:n of all police a~encies of fewer than 20 £ull

time officers. If the bl~sis for these reforms is righteousness alone, 

and if empirical evidenc1;'1 indicates that adverse consequences may flow 

from the adoption of the:~le reforms, it is important indeed to examine the 

empirical base for the a\'lsertations made by reform commissions. 

7 

An Examination of the Evidentiary Base for Some 
Recent NatIona.} Reports on Police ReroI'm 

Let us turn first to the Task Force Repor~: The Poli~, written 

in 1967 for the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration 

of Justice. This report has been widely distributed to federal, state, 

and local public officials throughout the country. It is in the working 

library of almost every criminal justice coordinating council at all levels 

of Kovernment:. It is cited extensivelY in state documents recommending 
3 

major consolidation of law enforcement agencies. 

In a chapter on '1Coordination and Consolidation of Police Service)" 

the task force asserts: "Formal cooperation or consolidation is an 

essential ingredient in improving the quality of law enforcement" (Tasle 

Force on Police, 1967: 68). For the first part of the chapter, various 

methods of providing staff and auxiliary services through cooperation 

are explored. But when the task force turns to its discussion of "Police 

Service and Jurisdictional Consolidation," it comments: 

Thus far, this chapter has considered methods of ameliorating 
the effects of decentralized local police administration 
through the coordination or consolidation of staff, auxil~ary! 
and certain field functions. It has not considered coordlnatlon 
or consolidation in relation to basic patrol services; yet, if 
these services are not considered, it must be on the assumption 
that every police agency, regardless of size is capable of pro
viding them effectively if staff, auxiliary, and certain fi~ld 
services are available on a coordinated or consolidated baSIS. 
Such an assumption is not valid (Task Force on the Police, 1967: 
98). 

The task force then states its preference for partial mr complete consolidation 

rather than the mixed coordinative devices described ea~('liel' in the study. 

Partial or comnlete consolidation of police services reduces 
conflicts overrjurisdiction; with consolidation th.:.re are , 
fewer jurisdictions with which to contend. The more compelllnp, 
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reason for consolidation is the elimination of the law enforce
ment powers of jurisdictions that do not provide quality law 
~nforceme~t because of admini$trative deficiencies or financial 
InadequacIes (Task Force on the Police, 1967:.99). 

What evidence is cited to support this contention? Only lists of 

departments indicating their size of manpower employed! For example. 

the task force states: 

A recent survey of police manpower in two counties in the 
Chicago metropolitan area revealed, that many of the small 
dep~rtments employ more part-time (not auxiliary) police 
ofbcer: than full-time officers. Indeed, one department 
was entuely so staffed. . . A similar survey in Onondapo 
County, ~yracuse, N.Y., shuwed that there are 13 towns 
and,17 vIl~ages employing a total of only 34 full-time 
pol17e offIcers and that the hulk of police service is 
provIded by 104 part-time officers (Task Force on the 
Police, 1967: 98-99). 

Lists of agencies and the number of officers employed tells us nothing 

about their comparative performanc~. The reason given for the assumption 

that part~time police officers are less' effective than full-tfme officers 

is that part-time officers are assumed t6 be less well trained. Yet 

no· evidence is provided to show that training is in fact associated 

with hetter performance. In our own study of the comparative performance 

of 29 police agencies s~rving the St. Louis metropolitan area, we did 

flot find positive relationships between the level of entry training 

provided officers in a department and several measures of police performance 

(Smith and Ostrom, 1974), Further, depending upon state law, part-time 

officers may be as well trained as full-time officers. No necessary 

connection exists between the level of training and the employment status 

of an officer. 

Given the focus by the task force on the list of agencies with 

part-time personnel serving the Chicago metropolitan area, it is also 

9 

important to note that an empirical study of the performance levels of 

two of the predominantly part-time departments listed by the task force 

and of the full-time, professional Chicago department did not establish 

that the Chicago Police Department performed more effectively than 

the part-time departments (Ostrom and Whitaker, 1973). By the task 

forcels compilation, East Chicago Heights employed five full-time and 

foU'1' pa'i't>time officers and Phoenix ell'.ployed seven full-time and 13 

pu.rt-dme r.>.ffic()l's. Both departments serve predominantly black 

coJt~munities. The~e police departments) which the task force finds 

ttdi5tressing, II weTe! sho'>m in our data to perform o.t least as well as 

the profeissional Chicago Police Department in serving similar black 

nt'ighbOl'hoods within the City of Chicago. 

While the finding that two extremely small j part-time police forces 

could perform at the same level as the large, professional Chicago 

Police Department would be rather surprising to many, our findings in 
. 

regard to effic,ieney are even more startling. In 'stu~ying the resources 

devoted to the neighborhoods served by the Chicago Police Department, 

we discovered that the city allocated 14 times more resources per capita 

to provide police services in these neighborhoods than were availahle to 

the Police nepa~tments serving Phoe~ix and East Chicago Heights (Ostrom 

and Whitaker. 1974). Given similar levels of performance, the p,reat 

disparity in costs would indicate that the small, part-time departments 

which the task force criticized -- were more efficient. 

The righteous indignation of the task force concerning the distressing 

presence of small police departments relying heavily upon part-time employees, 

may have prevented the residents of these two black communities from 
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receiving more -=..ffective police services. The two communities rely 

heavily upon part-time police because of their relative poverty, The 

individua~ poli.ce department budgets for these two communities in 1970 

averaged around $40,000 a year. But, when the police 'chiefs from these 

two departments sought federal or state funds to increase their financial 

resourceS, the only substantial grants for which they were eligible 

(because of their small size and low budget) were planning grants --

to consider consolidation with adjacent communities, And, because in 

both instances these black municipalities were surrounded by communities 

populated primarily by white residents, such a consolidation was 

politically infeasible, The joint proposal by Phoenix and East Chicago 

Heights to the Illinois Law Enforcement Assistance Commission to 

consider consolidation of some of these staff services (such as records, 

purchasing, and field laboratory services) was rejf,cted because the 

communities were located seven miles apart. Somehow, if we are to 

believe the traditional reasoning, it is efficient to have one record 

keeping system or one crime laboratory for an entire metropolitan area 

to serve all municipalities regardless of distance --. but it is inefficient 

for two departments located only seven miles apart to share joint facilities. 

At several places in the Task Force Report: The Police, the 

staff appears to have relied upon only one respondent to supply infor

mation on controversial questions, In discussing criminal investigation 

services, for example, the report discusses several ,arrangements inc1udinr, 

those in Suffolk County, New York, and in the Metropolitan Police Oepart

ment in Nashville-Davidson County. In Suffolk County it found that the 'v 

county provided only follOW-Up criminal inv:estigation within sepa.rately 

, 
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incorporated communities. Then it reports: 

The Metropolitan Police Department of Nashville-Davidson 
County provides a similar service, but there is an . 
important difference resulting from the way the pollce 
services in the two jurisdictions are organized. The 
Nashville-Davidson department provides complete police 
se'rvice to all Davidson County including the areas 
served by three small municipal departments, ~o~e of. 
which employs criminal investigators. If a cltlzen In 
an area served by a separated department.needs i~ediate 
service, he may call either the metropolltan.pollce.or 
the independent department; but even though It receives 
the initial call, the independent department usually 
relays it to the metropolitan department. Thus, the 
metropolitan department assumes compl~te co~tro~ of 
cases from initial throuRh follow-up InvestlgatlOn 
(Task Force on the Police, 1967: 94). 

-~-~~'----

The source of this information was an interview with Hubert O. Kemp, 

Chief of the Metropolitan Police Department of Nashville-Davidson 

County, This information was apparently not verified with any of the 

other three police departments involved. 

By contrast, when Rogers and Lipsey undertook their study of Nashvil1e-

Davidson County in 1973, they asked respondents living in Berry. Hill (an 

) d i W dbi e (an adjacent neighindependently incorporated community an n 00 n 

. . d' t' n in this neighborhood?" borhood), "What police department has )Url.s lC 10 , 

Ninety-eight of the 106' Berry Hill respondents indicated Berry Jli11 alone, 

. d (other than one "don't know") indicated some joint while the remaln er 

or individual responsibility by the Metro police force. Of, those 1 i ving 

in Woodbine, who were formally served only by Metro, IS percent indicated 

el'ther sole or J' oint responsibiii ty for police services that Berry Hill had 

in their neighborhood' (Rogers and Lipsey, 1974: 34). These findings 

surprised Rogers and Lipsey and they asked to ride with the Berry lIill 

h respondents outside the jurisdiction of Rerry Ifill harl police to see w y 

indi'cated service by t::e small adjoining department. In the normal 

, 
j. 
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course of patrol) they found that the Berry !till 'Police routinely 

patrolled into the adjacent area. 

They further found that Berry Hill Police at times answered calls 

for the ~fetro Police Department in adjacent areas due to the thin 

coverage offered by the Metro police in p,eneral and the absence of all 

~1etro patrols from the streets during roll call three times each day. 4 

Thus, claims to the effect that the Metropolitan Police Department of 

Nashville-Davidson county pursues most calls in the indepennent commu

nities from the beginning appear to be unsubstantiated when involved 

') 

residents are interviewed and observations of day-to-day operations are made, 

Later in the same report, the task force indicates that the continned 

existence of private police forces and small municipal police uepartments 

has been a problem for the Nashville-Davidson County area. 

This is unfortunate because of some overlapping juris
diction and because the residents of areasls~rved by the 
metropolitan department and the private or small munici
pal agencies, as a matter of local choice, are paying 
more for police protection than is necessary. As has 
heen noted, however, jurisdictional problems are 
minimized by the unquestioned authority of the metro
politan department. As a practical matter, the chief 
of the metropolitan department feels that the independent 
departments served a useful purpose in the period fol
lowing the reorganization before the metropolitan de
partment could adequately cover the suburban and rural 
areas. This situation has now been remedied through the 
addition of personnel and an increase in patrol coverage 
(Task Force on Police, 1967: 102). 

The task force relied for information about both interju~isdictional 

arrangements and comparative performance levelS upon an interview with one 

chief of'>-,police in the larger jurisdiction. The evidence they use to 

support their analysis of the performance of large and/or consolidated 

departments ~enerally does not appear to be any hetter than the eVldence 

used to support their evaluation of the performance of the Metro·· 

politan Department of Nashville-Davidson County in particular. 

Even more startling, when one thinks about it, is the circumstance 

that the parent body of this task force -- the President's Commission 

on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice -- spent a large 

sum on empirical researc'h. It contracted with the National Opinion 

Research Center a.t the University of ChicafJ;o' for a nation-wide victimi

zation survey and' a general survey of citizen attitudes toward the 

local police. NeHhor the President's Commission nor NORC included 

information about the size of jurisdictions nor the number of jurisdic-

tions rendering police services to Tespondents in each sample area. 

But when we added information from 'the Municipal Year Book on city size 

and expenditure levelS to the NORC data, our analysis supplied evidence 

to reject several of the Commission's recommendations as heing empirically 

unwarranted (E. Ostrom and Parks, 1973). 

In general, examining the responses from,ap'Proximately 2,000 

respondents residing in 109 cities of'more than 10,000 population, we 

found consistent but weak inverse relationships between size of 

jurisdiction and general evaluations of police services. All significant 

relationships run counter to those which would support the assumption 

that large-sized departments are more effective. Feelings of safety 

decrease with size; fear of break-in and attack increase with size; the 

rating of police honesty decreases with size. We wel"e able in this study 

to explore the possibility that the relationship betwe.en siie of police 

department and performance is curvilinear. Indeed, we found the direction 

of the relationship between siz.e and citizen evaluation to cha.nge at 
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20,000 citizens served for suhurban communitie~ and at 100,000 

citizens served for center cities. Th . , ere IS, thus, some preliminary 

evidence that evaluations of medl'um sl'zed d epartments may he hi p.her . 

than either those of the very small or large departments. 

In regard to the cost of police services, we found a positive 

relationship between city size and per capita costs. We then controlled 

for the quality of services provided. If difference in quality of 

service were the explanation for the positive relationship between 

size and cost, the relationship would disappear or would channe . ~ slgns. 

There was virtually no change in the coefficient when quality level~ were 

controlled (Ostrom I!md Parks, 1913). 

The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards 

and Goals appears tell have used evirlence no better than its predecessor 

did. In its list 01:1. !!eferences for the chapter on "Combined Police 

Services," no empirical studies of ~h~. relationship hetween size ana 

costs or performar:r.e are listed, Instead, several textbooks, anecdotal 
.. ': .... 

" 

articles describing innovation in The~' t'tH'i,~,~, Ch.f\l,f, and various reports 

of local study commission or local police departments are listed. 

The lack of evidence, however, does not deter them 1'!rom makinp, such 

assertions as: 

Consolidation can frequently upgrade police service and lower 
its. cost. This is often the case when counties consolidate 
m~nlcipa~ and county police agencies to create a single county
wlde pollce force: Because it is larger, the consolidated agency 
usua~l.y ~as s~pe:lor resources. Recause it eliminates much 
dupllca~lon, It 1S usually less expensive -- citizens get more 
for ~helr money (National Advisory Commission on Criminal 
Justlce Standards and Goals, 1973: 109). 

The few studies of the effects of consolidation which have been undertaken 

have shmm that per capita costs of services such as police have risen 
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conside'rably after consolidation (McArthur, 1971; Kaplan, 1967). The 

literatlUre of public finance has focused on this question through the 

yea.rs. Most of the ~1l'(plri.cllJ.J. studies In this tradition have found a 

po:d tivle relationship between city size and per cap~ta costs of police 

sfervice (Bahl, 1969;. Brazer, 1959; 'Gabler. 1969, 1971; Fowler and Lineberry, 

1972). Other studies have found ~ relationship between city size and 

per capita expenditures on police (Hirsch, 1959; Weichel', 1970). None 

of, thest~ empirical studies have reported a negatjve re1atic.nship between 

city she and per capita expenditures on police. Nevertheless, in 

describing the recent consolidation of the City of Lexington and Fayette 

County, Kentucky. t.he' National AdvisQry Commission reports: 

The city and county police departments haVt1 merged and the 
chief of the mergf~d department reports ::to the cHef executive 
of the urban county gO'(~I.:rnment,. 

Combining, police l\~.,sponslbilities under one agency 
permitted 'ehe' consolida.tion of such functions as commu
nicationsj) records and identi ficaticm, investi'gation, and 
traffic 'and patrol'. 111>'~ resul t has been grel1;,.ter overall 
efficiency (Nations.1 Mvisory Commission on Criminal Justice 
Standards and Goals, 1973; 113, my emphasis). 

/ \ . 

There is no citation of any evidence to support this assertion ahout 

"greater overall efficiency." 

'The Report continues by discussing the Jacksonville-Duval County, 
" 

Florida consolidation: 

The Jacksonville consolidation demonstrated that although 
consolidation may be more e·fficient, it is not necessarily 
more economical. Consolidat,ion may require more personnel 
to bring all areas up to the level of desired service; it may 
involve salary increases to equalize the salaries of personnel 
involved in the merger, and it may cost more to equip and house 
the larger staff. Consolidation is much less JikilY to save 
money than,~ improve effectiveness (National Adv sory Commis~ion 
on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, 1973: 113, myemphasls). 

Again, no citation or evidence is presented to support these claims of 
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" improve~.effectiveness and increased efficiency. Despite the consoli-
'-, 
dat0on< police coverage remains below the aVerage for the 40 largest 

',- . ' . 
'1' 

pOl.~,,!!~,,~epartments in the country surveyed each year by the Kansas City 
':' 

Department. In regard to the number of police officers per 1,000 

population, Nashville-Davidson County, Jacksonville, and Indianapolis 

are among the lowest seven departments included in the Kansas City 

Police Department's 1973 report. In regard to the number of policemen 

per square mile of area patrolled, Nashville and Jacksonville are two 

of the lowest three departments in the 1973 report. 

The National Conference of State Criminal Justice Plannin~ Admi.nis

trators, in its 1974 report on the State of the States on Crime and 

Justice, indicates as cited above that many states are sturlyinp, the need 

to assimilate smaller police departments into larger units. In prefacing 

this report of state activities, the National Conference ohserves: 

Several recent studies have indicated that small police 
departments -- those with fewer than ten officers are usually 
cited :- often.provide inadequate services and are not cost 
effective (National Conference of State Criminal Justice 
Planning Administrators, 1974: 43). 

Even though the report is generally footnoted, no references are cited 

for this statement. One would like to know where to gain access to these 

studies! 

Each task force or study group whose report I have discussed in 

this secti.cn willingly reconun<ends rather sweeping reforms of our current 

organizational arrangements fDr the provision of police services in the 

United States. But little or no evidence on the eff'ects of the suggested 

refortns has been supplied. 

1 
I 
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Once one becomes aware of how little evidence has heen used hy 

the various national and regional groups in arriving at their recommenda-

tions for large-scale consolidation of such local government services 

as police, one begins to wonder why. Two answers seem reasonahle. The 

first is that the presumptions underlying the proposed reforms have heen 

so unquestionably accepted by so many scholars and analysts that. they 

have been presumed true (V. Ostrom, 1973). The presumption, for example, 

that larger scale leads to economies has considerable face validity 

since in some private goods industries, larger scale has indeed led to 

economies. There has also been a tendency to assume that because large 

capital investments are required to provide services such as crime 

laboratories, and because, therefore, economies of scale may be involved 

in the provision of these services, that consolidation of all p.olice 

services is similarly desirable. The study commissions and others have 

acted as if they had an empirically valid theory. So long as an 

alternative theory or set of diverse h)~otheses was not posed, the 
-.-

need for empirical data to ascertain the nature of relationships between 

siz~ and fragmentation on the one hand, and effectiveness, efficiency, 

and equity, on the other, was not perceived. 

There has been one task force appointed in recent years that did 

not assume that the presumptions underlying the consolidation proposals 

were true. In the early spring of 1973, a Task Force on Local Government 

Reform was appointed by the Govet',n:or of California to explore the effects 

of jurisdictional arrangements on governmental sel"vices. -The 5tate of 

California has been frequently d tE~d as one of the states in which prohl ems 
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of fragmentation and overlap are most severe. In 1973 there were 

4,703 units of local government in California, including 58 counties, 

410 cities, and 4,235 special districts (Task Porce on Local Government 

Reform, 1974: 6), The task force Illndertook an extensive research 

\..1ffort on the relationship of sizt; and fragmentation to' costs and 

performance. Its research focused ;almost exclusively on California 

data, but a general review I:)t the empirical literature about these 

relationships was also pres~nted. 

The task force did not adopt the assumption stated by ACIR that 

politic,d subdivisions have Deen created only "to dodge city taxes, to 

entice industry and to avoid certain kinds of neighbors." The task 

force argued that "the numbel of local governments must be seen as a 

function of citizen demand fOT certain services and the kinds of governments 

that provide them" (Task Force of Local Government Reform, 1974: 8).S 

Thus, the number of units seems to increase with an area's 
need for specialized services, either technical (and often 
agricultural) services such as irrigation, land reclamation 
or limited urban services like sewage, lighting and water supply. 
Only 20% of all independent special districts are found in the 
12 most populous counties, which represent over 72% of 
California's population. Indeed, taken to its logical (but, 
in this case farcical) conclusion, as measured hy number of 
governments per capita, Alpine, Modoc and Sierra are the most 
"fragmented" counties, while Los Angeles, Alameda and San~ 
Clara counties are least "fragmented" (Task Force on Local 
Government Reform, 1974: 8). 

In addi tinn to several suppot't:tng empirical studies, the final report 

CTf the task force present.ed a rathel' extensive summary of empirical data 

rel:tJ.ted to the effects of size and i'ragmentation on services c.osts and 

economies of scale. Minus l~eferenc(~~ to specific data, the task force 

outlinec! its findings in the foIlowhlg manner: 

1. Service Costs 
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a. Per Capita Expenditures 

1) In a given area total per capita local government 
expenditures do not rise as the number of units 
increases. 

2) Per capita costs increase along with the size, 
rather than the number, of government units ... 

3) Per capita expenditures by function also increase 
with size. 

b. Economies of Scale 

1) The Task Porce found no statistically significant 
relationship for labor intensive services between 
the size of government unit 'and the cost of 
performance.' The Task Force conducted studies on 
the relationship of size to cost for the following 
services: County Assessor's Services, County Tax 
Collection, County Elections, Municipal Fire 
Protection, County.Road Maintenance, Municipal 
Street Maintenance, Sewage Treatment, Education, 
County Welfare, County Medical Assistance .•. 

2) Research has suggested that public agencies and 
particularly large ones may not capture economies 
of scale ... 

c. Public and Private Service Contracting 

1) Contracting for service provides local governments 
with a choice of service producer and allows small 
units to realize cost savings where they exist. 

2) Private service provision also offers local 
governments an excellent opportunity to reduce 
service costs for many functions (Task Force on 
Local Government Reform, 1974: la-IS). 

After a consideration of the evidence, the task force concluded: 

a system of highly flexible and independent local governm~nt 
units is as capable or more capable of providing the quallty 
of service that people expect than a centralized and consoli
dated government system. In fact, our evidence on functional 
costs, on economies of scale and on the impact of professional 
influence indicates that a reduction in the nUl'\ber of govern
mental units, through consolidation of local units, would 
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produce a system less likely to provide,public services of 
a quality and at a eost that suit the diverse preferences 
of the citizens of California (Task Force on Local Government, 
1974: 23). 

The data gather(~~ and analyzed by the California task force, 

together with the data and analysis of a numbel' of studies desi~med 

and carried out by the WOl"kshop in Political Theory and Policy Analysis 

at Indiana University,6 consistently challeng~ the presumptions used 

by the national commissions. Reiterations of assertions, accepted on 

faith by "good-government organizations," does not establish the empirical 

warrantabil i ty of those assertions. It elm only be hoped that future 

study commissions at loc:al, state, and federal levels will do more than 

accept the tradi tiona! dogma before they ma'ke righteous proposals 

for major reform which will not lead to the consequences whjch these 

very groups say they wish to achieve. 

A second rea.son for the lack of evidence concerning the presumed 

relationships hetw~cn size of local government unit and performance, is 

the great di fficu! ty j.n measuring the performance of most local 

government services. This is particularly compounded in the case of 

police services. The F.R.I. crime statistics have been strongly 

rejected by both social scientists and police administrators as being 

neither valid nor reliable measures of performance. None of the records 

routinely maintained by police departments themselves enable an analyst 

to compute easily the effectiveness oft a particular police force. The 

internal records of most police departments consist mainly of workload 

data -- rates of reported crime, traffic citations, and clearance of 

reported cases, for example (Parks, 1975). The indeterminacies involved 

in the production of police services has led some top police offi~ials 
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to place special emphasis upon "improving" performance as measured hy 

such indicators. Thus, police-maintained indicators of output may he 

inflated because of internal pressures within a police department to 

produce the "right" data. 

It is possible to utilize a multi-mode approach to the measurement 

d t th t of other local Public services (E. Ostrom, 1975c). of police output an 0 a 

Such a multi-mode approach involves a conscious gathering of performance 

indicators from more than a single source of data. While anyone measure 

may have biases of its own, a multiple set of measures enables one to 

examine and compare patterns across indicators. If all indicators of 

performance move in the same direction, one can begin to have confidence 

in anyone of them or in predictions about performance that would be made 

from th(~ set. 

In the police area, one would want to include a nWllber of indicators 

derived from internal and external data sources. These would include 

such activity data as: 1) Volume of call rE5sponses made; 2) Speed of the 

responses ma.de: 3) Number of calls referred to another and proper agency: 

f t ade ' and 6) Clearance rates. 4) Emergency runs made; 5) Number 0 arres sm. 

A different type of indicator would be produced hy examining citizen 

complaints against police and the number of arrests made for resistinp, 

arrests. Ascertaining the division of manpower internal to a department 

an l'ndl' cator of the proportion of the force devoted to patrol would provide 

and other services. Citizen surveys produce data on victimization rates, 

perceptions of service levels, and evaluations of that service. Additional 

indicators such as the proportion of warrants issued to warrants applied for 

in some instances, be appropriate measures of by local prosecutors may, 

Advisory Group on Productivity in Law Enforcement, performa.nce (Parks, 1975; 

1973). 
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Where statistics routinely gathered during the Gourse of a working 

situation are not adequate measures of perrormance, the costs of ohtaining 

the additional measures are high. But the CO!.-t. of measurement should not 

deter reform-minded commissions from engagiH~'insome carefully designed 
. \ 

empirical studies before recommending major structural reforms. If 

reforms are adopted and the perrormam:e of local governmental units 

becomes worse instead of better, the c:osts of sllch failures would far 

exceed the costs of obtaining better diata. 

'1 
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NOTES 

1 However , in other recent ACIR publications a dirferent approach 

has been taken. See, for example, ACIR, 1974b. 

2Letter of November 21, 1974. 

3See , for example, the report entitled Law Enforcement in Virginia 

written for the Virginia Division of Justice and Crime Prevention in 

1973 which refers extensively to the Task Force_ Report: The Police. 

A ct;,unt of the footnotes in this volume reveals that one-third of the 

citations are to this report., 

4personal communication with Bruce Rogers. The low coverage of 

the Metro Police has become a major issue in Nashville. The following 

editorial appeared in the Nashville Banner on January 10, 1974: 

For many years, NBshvillians have known, to one degree or 
another, that their police department was not. adequate for its 
job. People have not always agreed on why tIns was. true -- and 
indeed there have been various operational shortcomlngs over 
the years. But behind the inadequacy has long been -- and 
certainly is now -- a lack of money. 

While the crime rate goes up and up, the ~1etro P?lice ~e~artment 
is in critical need of funds to support even baS1C pollclng 
operations. The extent of the need is vividly shown in the 
survey of 40 police departments acros~ the country made hy the 
Kansas- 'City Police Department. Nashv,llle ranks ~ear th: 
bottom in almost every phase of the survey -- "'hlle sC::l0ns 
crimes here increase 13.4 per cent -- to 17,859 ~- durlng the 
first nine months of last year over the same perlod of 1972. 

Metro ranks very low among the 40 cities studies as to its numher 
of policmen related to area and popule,tion; fourt~ from th~ 
bottom in its police budget per-capita; ninth -:rom low~st Hl tota 1 
budgeted dollars, and equally as lawaI' lower In salanes Of. , 
officers -- all this despite the fact that a n~mber of the,cItIes 
are smaller than Nashville-Davidson County, winch are comhwcd 
into our one local government. 
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5Since this report was released in only a small quantity and 

there has been considerable intE!rest in it nation-wide, it was 

reproduced by the Workshop in Political Theory arid Policy Analysis of 

the Department of Political Science at Indiana University for distribution 

at cost. Anyone wanting to receive a copy of this report can ohtain 

information about availability and cost from Publications Secretary, 

Workshop in Political Theory and Policy Analysis, Morgan Hall 121, 

Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana. 

6In addition to the papers and articles discussed in the text. see 

E. Os~roJn, et al. (1973), E. Ostrom (1975a and 1975b), Parks (1975 and 

1976), McDavid (1974), and Grep,g (1974). 
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